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Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to describe briefly and in 
a general way several schemes used to calculate the n1.otion of 
slTIoke through a structure or part of a structure involved in a 
fire. Calculations of this type are required if we are to under-
stand the spread fire thr.ough the- st:::-uchll'e and if we arc to 
learn how to write building codes and other regulations which 
can provide the best possible protection for building occupants. 
For example. one of aiD1.s of designers of high rise buildings 
is the incorporation in their designs of regions where people 
can be protected froD1. contact with cornbustion products with-
out the requireD1.ent that they be able to escape from the building. 
Another airn is to restrict cOD1.bustion products to the floor of 
the fire origin at least ar.d. if possible. to a part of that floox. 
Finally, consider the siD1.pler probleD1. posed by the require-· 
rnent that a ceiling or wall of a burning hoD1.C be opened to 
change the flow of sm.oke such that firen1.en can approach the 
fire. To obtain a solution of each of these problerns, we mnst 
be able to ca.lculate the effects of sm.oke control n1.CaSUTCs 
(active or passive) 011 the gas motion. 
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In the following sections we shall first discuss in a gen-
eral manner several sche:mes for calculating the flow of gas 
produced by externally applied pressures. This external field 
can be produced by the heating and ventilation syste:m, the stack 
effect, or winds and need not depend on fire-induced natural 
convection effects. 
We then turn to a discussion of several experi:mental 
studies of fla:rnes driven by natural convection effects and to a 
:model of the flow produced by a small fire in a single room. 
-~ 
The ai:m of this last secti"on is to illustrate the nature of some of 
the current research work concerning natural convection prob-
Iems and the detailed modeling of a single-roo:m fire. 
No atte:mpt is xnade here to summarize the work going on 
elsewhere in this broad field. Docu:ments which surn:marize the 
present state of the art and present details of some of the many 
computer codes being developed are listed in References 1 - 3 .. 
Motive Forces 
A number of processes are available to set up a flow of 
gas through a coxnplex building. The most obvious is the heat-
ing and ventilation system which is designed to recirculate air 
through the building with volume flow rates often large enough to 
produce rapid changes of the air in the whole structure. Pres-
sure differences of a few tenths of an inch of water are typically 
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used. This systelll also could be used for active control of 
combustion product flows during a fire. One of the aims of the 
models discussed below is to determine how such control capa-
bilities can best be used. 
Two other processes. the stack effect and wind-induced 
pressures. can cause air to move air within the building even if 
density differences witb...in the structure are negligible. The 
stack effect is the name given to the hydrostatic pressure dif-
ference produced when the temperature inside and outside the 
.---' 
building differ appreciably_ For exanlple, the pressure differ-
ence between a point at the firs t floor level and at an upper £1001.' 
level L feet higher of a building is PbgL inside the building, 
whereas it is pogL outside the building. (Here, Pb is the gas 
density inside and p is the density outside, and g is the gravi-
o 
tational constant.) Thus, if pressures are equalized at a first 
floor door, a press ure difference (p -p )gL would be available 
. 0 a 
to produce an outflow through any opening in the exterior wall of 
the upper floor. Should an outflow occur in the upper floor lev-
eIs, a corres ponding inflow will be induced in the lower levels 
to maintain a pressure balance between the floors of t..~e build-
ing. Thus, a circulation can be set up within the building. For 
large ten~perature differences between the interior and exterior 
of the building. say 35°C, in a lOO-foot high building, pressure 
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differences of 0.2 inches of water are generated. 
Strong winds impinging on the sides of a building will al-
so set up pressure fields which can drive flows through the 
building. A wind of 20 miles per hour can produce a pres sure 
difference across a structure of up to 0.4 inches of water. 
Finally, natural convective forces resulting from fire-
heated gases produce pressure differences of the order of 0.05 
to O. 15 inches of water in a orie-story high structure and larger 
pressures if n1.ore than o~e stor~is involved. 
Note that the four mechanisms discussed here produce 
pres sure differences of roughly the s arne size. Of thes e forces, 
only natural convection is directly dependent on the heat gener-
ated by a fire. However, the others can cause the motion of 
toxic combustion products even 1.vhen temperature differences 
are too small to produce an appreciable motion due to natural 
convection. Hence, all four lTIUSt be considered in our discus-
sion. 
The flow within the building set up by thos e Inechanisms 
will depend strongly on the location of the fire, the weather (i. e. 
temperature and the direction and magnitude of the wind), de-
tails concerning the geometries of openings connecting the in-
side and outside of the structure, and the configuration of the 
building (i. e., the particular arrangement of doors, ventilation 
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duct dampers, etc. which aHect the possible flow paths within 
the structure}. The random nature of these in1.portant factors 
does restrict the utility of the calculations discussed below. 
However, if the motive forces and the response of the building -
gas system to them is understood, a rational approach can be 
m.ade to many fire protection and fire fighting problems. 
Uniform Density Model 
The first elaborate computer m.odeling of flam.es in a 
building have dealt Yv'ith situations in which natural convection 
was not important (see;-for eXfullple, ref. 1). In these situa-
tions, gas moves through the structure u...'1.der the influence of a 
pressure field produced by the stack effect, wind loads, or a 
heating-ventilating system. Density is constant within the build-
ing and enters only through a hydrostatic pres sure field. The 
principal problem. here is to describe the flow rate through 
every opening in the building and to m.atch thes e flows with the 
imposed pressure conditions. 
Consider a single opening across which the pressure 
difference is .6P. The resulting volumetric flow rate through 
the opening, Q, is given by an expres sion of the form. 
"\vhere n is a number with value of 1/2 for large openings and 1 
for flows in which viscous losses are dominant; C is a flow co-
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efficient which characterizes the geometry of thc opening; A is 
the area of the opening; and p is the density of thc gas, a con-
stant here. Each opening in the building to be considered in the 
calculations must have values of n. C. A specified. 
For a steady flow problem, the sum of all the volumetric 
flows through all the openings of a "room" must be zero to satis-
fy the conservation of mass. The pressure distribution through-
out the whole structure can be fOlmd by requiring that conserva-
tion of ill.ass be satisficctin each room of the structure in such a 
manner that the imposed pressure conditions are satisfied. 
In a complex structure, some shnplification can be 
gained by treating a number of rooms, halls, and vertical shafts 
as a single constant-pressure region. If shafts or stair wells 
which extend many £loors are considered, pressure differences 
within such a region are easily calculated by assuming that hy-
drostatic equilibrium exists and that local density is determined 
by the temperature characterizing the whole interior of the 
structure. That is, a local stack effect calculation can be made. 
When the ventilation system or wind loads are important 
it is necessary to specify the dependence of the applied pressure 
field on the volumetric flow rates through various duct openings. 
That is, the pumping characteristics for the driving n1.echanism 
mus t be specified. 
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Clearly. in this model of the flow field, the primary dif-
ficulty is to manage a very large nllIllber of openings and to cor-
rectly specify the opening coefficients and pllIllping char acter-
istics. In addition, it is also possible with little increase in 
complexity to extend the analysis to treat the ri'wvement of toxic 
tracer gases through the structure. Consider again. a single 
room with a nurnber of openings. If we assume that the room 
can be treated as a region of llniform conditions, then the con-
centration of a trace species E: (e. g. parts per rnillion or mass 
fraction of carbon rnono~:lde) will be constant in each region. 
The rnass flow rate of this species leaving the room at an open-
. 
ing with an outflow will be p E: Q and, similarly, a rnass flow 
rate will enter froIn adjoining regions through openings with an 
inflow of gas. Conservation of rnass can again be applied to 
each roorn or region to find the steady state field for the trace 
species. Thus, a species conservation equation is added to the 
overall rnass balance equation. The basic assrrmption :made 
here is that mixing of gases entering the rOom with the gas with-
in the roorn is strong enough to produce a rrniforrn distribution of 
the trace species within the whole region. In the analysis, the 
effect of the trace element on density is ignored, but could be 
included in calculating the hydrostatic pressure field. The 
source strength of the trace species rnust be spe,ified as one of 
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the boundary conditions. 
No conceptual mathematical difficulties aris e in extend-
ing this trace gas analysis to a non-steady problem in which, for 
example, the source strength is allowed to vary. In this prob-
le:m, the conservation of mass equations :must be modified to in-
clude a varying value for species concentration in the individual 
regions. If the species in question is present in small amounts, 
this transient calculation can be superimposed on a steady flow. 
The principal problem with a model of this type is 
that it is not useful when natural convection forces are impor-
tant, as they will be near a fire. It is most us eful in describing 
the motion of toxic gases present in small amoLmts in regions 
!lfarl! from the fire cUld for assessing the response of the ventil-
ation system to perturbations produced by the fire. 
Constant Room Properties 
A :major modification of the alt~ysis must be made if 
heat addition or species source terms are strong enough to 
make natural convection effects of appreciable size compared 
with other driving forces. Under these conditions the density 
differences between gas in adjacent regions or rooms may be 
large enough to affect the flow rates across the connecting open-
ing. 
As an example, consider first adjacent rooms with c1if-
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ferent temperatures and densities for which the pressure differ-
ence due to the imposed pres sure field is comparable to the hy-
drostatic pressure difference produced by the density difference 
acting over the height of the openi.ng. Analysis, to be discussed 
later. shows that, depending on the imposed pressure difference, 
£1o-\v in either direction can occur across the opening and that for 
a narrow range of pressure differences, flow in both directions 
can occur simultaneously. 
The mass flow rate or rates across the opening will now 
depend on both the pressure and density differences. However, 
if the assumption that each region is perfectly mixed is made, 
then the type of approach suggested for the toxic gas tracers can 
be used again here. The principal modifications are the use of 
a more complex form of flow eq uation at each opening, and an 
equation for conservation of energy. 
Thus, for each room, we ca..Yl generate equations for con-
servation of mass and energy which depend on a mass flow 
rate equation or equations for each opening. Given the pressure 
and heat and/ or species input conditions, the flow field and tem-
perature/species fields in the building can be determined. 
As before, the analysis can be extended to cover transi-
ent beha-dor resulting from time-varying heat input rates, the 
los s es of ener gy to room walls by sim_ple heat transfer approxi-
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mations, etc. Finally, the behavior of the fire itself must be 
included to model fire spread in any complete transient lYlodel. 
However, under lllany exalllpies of interest, a quasi-static com-
putation of the temperature, species, and flow fields for a speci-
fied state of the fire will be sufficient to ansvv'er many important 
questions concerning protection of escape routes, the ternpera-
ture and toxic gas levels in various roorns, and the effects of 
active control efforts on smoke rnoven1.ent in a building. 
lvlore Detailed Modeling 
The most lL."'TIiting assmnption D1.acle above is that each 
region of the building is treated as a perfectly mi::-:'."d region in 
which temperature and species concentration D1.l1st be tal;:en to be 
constant. This assumption is reasonable for a roon1. ill '\vl1.ich 
the fire is well developed (after !!flashover") and adjacent re-
gions, but certainly has limited applicability during early stages 
of the development of a fire or for roo:rns far away from regions 
of strong heat input. For these ca'3es, strong stratification will 
exist within anyone region or room, and this stratification must 
be taken into account to adeq uatel)' des cribe the flow field. The 
description of the effects of stratification on movement of hot, 
toxic gases within a building at this level of detail is currently 
the subject of a nLUuber of research projects (e. g. ref. 2). To 
illustrate the problems being studied, I ,,,ill present a brief de-
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scription of work being carried out on such problems at the Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology under support from the National 
Science FOlmdation and the National Bureau of Standards. 1\1.ore 
details concerning these studies are given in several progress 
reports (refs. 4 and 5). 
To understand the problems we are studying, it is useful 
to consider the development of a room fire in the fire - room-
hall- shaft arra11.gement shown schematically in Figure 1. In the 
upper sketch, the fire is in an early stage of development; a 
thermal plume has fornled above the fire, has in'lpinged on the 
ceiling -where it spreads out to fonn a layer of hot gas, called 
the ceiling layer. At tbis stage: ambient air is forced to flow 
out of the door due to the density reduction of the gas inside the 
room resulting from heat input from the fire. Only a. small part 
of the gas in the ceiling layer has taken part in the combustion 
process; ll'lost of it is air which has been entrained by the buoy-
ant plull1.e,and consequently ceiling layer temperatures are only 
a few hundred degrees centigrade or less. 
In the second sketch of Figure 1, the fire has grown 
slightly, th.e ceiling layer has reached a greater depth, and has 
spilled out into the halL A s tr ong flow of hot g as down the hall 
ceiling has resulted froll1. t11.is outflow. Considerable mi..-x.ing of 
hot and an1.bient gas occurs at the head of this gravity flow and 
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in the region just outside the doorway '.vhere the ceiling layer 
gas undergoes a process like a hydraulic jump. However, ex-
cept for these regions and an area in the neighborhood of the 
buoyant fire plume, little mixing occurs at the horizontal inter-
face between hot ceiling layer gas and ambient gas. 
In the third sketch, the room has become completely 
filled with hot gas as a result of the continued growth of the fire, 
and the ceiling layer is deep enough that little mixing occurs in 
the region just outside the door. However, D1.i:J..'ing can occur in 
~ 
the doorway between the outflowing· and inflowing streams, and 
this process becomes more important as the ceiling layer inter-
face gets below the middle of the room. The hot gas in the hall 
ceiling layer has reached the end of the hall and has been re-
fleeted; the hot gas in this region has started to mix vigorously 
with the cold gas above it in the vertical shaft. 
Several fluid dynamic aspects of the flow field discussed 
here cannot be adequately treated with our present understanding 
of stratified flows. These include the turbulent mLxing proc-
es ses; that is, the fire plume - ceiling layer interaction region, 
and the mixing vlithin the ceiling layer where the buoyant plume 
is subjected to a sudden change in buoyancy as it passes into the 
layer; the mixing in the doorway between 11high speed11 in£lowing 
and outflowing jets; mixing behveen the outflowing jet and arnbi-
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ent fluid where the out£lowing stream impinges on the ceiling of 
the hall; and the mixing in the vertical shaft \vhere the bigher 
density gas in the shaft lies above the hot gas in the hall. 
The purposes of the research efforts at the California 
Institute of Technology are to obtain a better und8rstanding of 
these mixing processes and the convective heat transfer proc-
esses that accompany them, a.l1.d to construct simple models for 
the whole flow field. Three problems abstracted from the flow 
field sketched in Figure 1 are i-i-scussed briefly in the rem.ainder 
of this paper. They are: (l) the mixing in the vertical shaft, 
(2) the propagation of the gravity current dov.m the hall, 3.J.'1.d (3) 
a model for the fire roon~ in the stage of fire development shown 
in the second sketch of Figure 1. 
(1) Turbillent ML'.:ing in a Vertical Shaft. Consider a 
vertical, air-tight tube "vhich is initially filled with fluid of den-
sity (p +.6.p.) and is surrOlmded by ambient fluid with a lower 
a 1 
density, p • At the beginning of the experiment, the bottom of 
a 
the tube is removed. Beucus e the heavier fluid lies above the 
lighter, the suddenly exposed interface is unstable and turbulent 
mixing of the two fluids starts. A well-defined front mo';'es up 
the shaft, and the heavier fluid is gradually replaced by the am-
bient fluid through a turbulent transport process. Dr. Jo1LTJ .. nie 
Cannon (who studied this process with me) and I believe that this 
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process is related to that by which hot gas generated by a fire on 
one floor moves up a stairwell or elevator shaft to higher floors 
in the absence of substantial stack effect, ventib.tion-system in-
dnced flows, etc. Hence, we felt it was iInportant to understand 
the scaling laws for such processes. 
In a real fire, a sudden burning through of a partition 
might produce a situation similar to the sudden opening of the 
shaft used in the experirnents described here. However, the 
gradclal supply of hot gas to the bottom of the shaft is a more 
..--/ 
probable situation, and the pres ent work is being extended to 
cover this case. In the real fire, heat transfer processes will 
have an important effect which is abs ent from the exper~llents 
discussed here. This process is also under study. 
The experiments suggested to llS that this turbulent mix-
ing process could be modeled by a non-linear diffusion equation. 
The non-linear form of the equation predicts that the initial 
changes in density will propagate as a definite front, which was 
observed experiInentally. The equation also suggested a form 
for scaling the time which allowed a reasonable correlation of 
our experilnental results (see ref. 6). 
The motion of the initial front is shown in Figure 2 in 
terms of Z (the length from the tube entrance to the front, nor-
malized by tube diameter d) and a dimensionless time variable 
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J(6p/ p )(g/ d) t (where g is the gravitational constant and t 
the tin~e ~eas ured after the tube opens). The curve and equa-
Hons shown here are co~pletely e~pirical, and the data were 
obtained with brine and water as the working fluids. 
To illustrate the ti~es involved if these results are ap-
plied to a full-scale fire, consider a ten-foot dia~eter shaft 100 
feet in length (Z/d = 10, d = 10') with hot gas te~perature 3000 
o C and cold gas 27 C (6.p./p ~1/2). Wefindthatatirneof 
1 a 
about 50 seconds is required for_!3e front to propagate up the 
shaft. 
The subsequent replace~ent of the higher density fluid in 
the shaft by the lo"\ver density fluid belov.r the opening can be il-
lustrated briefly by describing the change in density at the top of 
the tube as a function of ti~e. Data of this type are shown in 
Figure 3. Here, the density difference at the top of the shaft, 
(p -p ) == .6p, nor~alized by the i...'1itial value (p. -p ) == .6p. , is 
a 1 a 1 
presented as a function of the di~ensionless time modified by 
the factor (L/ d) 9 / 4 . The cor relation of data is excellent and fits 
the analytic prediction: 
(6.p/ .6p.) = 
1 
2 l/[l+k(rr)] 
where k is a single constant which ~ust be deter~ined fro~ 
the experi~ents and T is the di~ensionless ti~e. 
Scaling was equally s ucces sful when argon-air mixtures 
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.... vere used instead of the brine-"vater lTIixtures (ref. 6 ). 
Consider again the full-scale situation described above, 
with 8_p./p =- 1/2 and Lid = 10. The tilTIe reguired to reduce 
1 a 
the density difference at the top of the shaft (i. e., to Increas e 
the tenlperature) to half its initial value, ( 6. p I L\ p. ::: 1 / 2 ), "vas 
1 
about 3 t lTIinutes. Thus, for this shaft, the front reached the 
top in about 1 lTIinute and an additional 2 t lTIinutes was reg uired 
to substantially replace the high density gas with lower density 
(hotter) gas. Thes e experiments give us a s tart tow ar d under-
---------standing a more realistic problem. Effects of shaft geolTIetry 
(e. g. stairs) and heat transfer lTIust be included. Pre1ilTIinary 
work indicates both are ilTIportant. 
(2) Horizontal Propagation. The lTIovelTIent of hot gas in 
to a corridor initially filled with cool air sho'-'1s strong contrasts 
with the highly turbulent process described in the previous sec-
tion. Consider a horizontal tube filled with fluid \vith density 
greater than that of the surrounding fluid. When one end of the 
tube is opened, a distinct front is again produced. However, in 
this exalTIple, no lTIixing occurs between the lower density fluid 
entering the tube and the higher density flow leaving it; the front 
lTIoves at a steady velocity given by k J (6p. 7 P )gd where k has 
1 a 
the value 0.4 to 0.45. The front of hottcr fluid fills about the 
upper haH of the duct so that the tube is roughly half filled \vith 
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hotter fluid behind the front, see Figure 4. Benjamin (ref. 7) has 
surveyed the morc general problem in which the flow of low den-
sity (hot) fluid is restricted. The above velocity is a reasonable 
estimate unless the hot flow is greatly restricted. For our full-
scale example, d::: 10 feet and (L~p./ p ) = 1/2, the velocity is 
1 a 
about 6 feet/second; thus, the front would move down a 100-foot 
long corridor in about 18 seconds. Contrast this with the 3-} 
minutes or 210 seconds required for the vertical propagation 
dis cuss ed in the previous example. Clearly, horizontal propaga-
~ 
tion is quite fast as compared with vertical motion. 
In both of these problems, the basic modeling of thes e 
flow fields is understood, and we are now studying cOITlbinations 
of the basic systems. For instance, in both examples the propa-
gation of the density front can be stopped by producing a flow of 
the higher density fluid toward the open exit. In the horizontal 
case, a velocity approxiITlately equal to the propagation rate of 
the front in the stationary fluid is required. 
(3) Room Model. We are interested in developing a 
model for describing the flow conditions which exist in an early 
stage of development of a room fire sLIch as that suggested by 
the middle sketch of Figure 1 and the more detailed sketch of 
Figure 5. Observations made of one-fourth scale room fires and 
of modeling experiments with brine - water systems suggest a 
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nUITlber of approxirnations that allow a simple rnodel to be con-
structed which still retains the irnpol-tant features of the flow. 
We assume that fresh air enters the opening without mix-
ing with the outflowing stream of hot gas. This ambient air is 
entrained and heated by the fire plume and enters the ceiling lay-
er exclusively through the fire plume. The ceiling layer is 
treated as a constant temperature region; gas enters from the 
fire plume a."'1clleaves through the top of the opening without fur-
ther ITlixll:.g "\vith ambient air. 
In order to complete this luodel we must des cribe the en-
trainment characteristics of the plume and flow processes at the 
opening. Sufficient empirical information is available to prove 
an adequate description ofaxisyrn....--netric or line fire plumes when 
the density differences acros s the pluITle are sITlall and eleva-
tions above the fire are large compared with fire diameter. "Ve 
have adapted these results for use 1.--1 the model. 
Flow through the opening has been ITlodeled by a number 
of authors. Our scheme is as follows: the hydrostatic pressure 
field set up by the ceiling layer - aITlbient gas density difference 
across the vertical walls of the roorn is calculated in the absence 
of an opening but with an arbitrary pressure difference at the 
floor level. A siluple orific e flow eq uation is then us ed at each 
point in the opening to calculate a local velocity which this pres-
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sure difference ,vould produce at a small hole in the wall located 
at that elevation and in the absence of other openings. Then this 
velocity field is integrated over the area of the opening to cal-
culate the mass fluxes. Experimental studies indicate that this 
process gives a good representation of the mass flow rates 
needed to complete the model. 
The unknown characteristics of this flow are the ceiling 
layer temperature T and interface height Z , and the mass 
c c 
flo'."/ rates of the stream enterinvncl leaving the room, m1 and 
m 2 . Application of equations of conservation of mass and en-
ergy (see Figure 5) allow these quantities to be determined as 
functions of the opening geometry (width b and height H) and 
fire heat input rate and geometry (e. g. axisymmetric, line, etc.). 
The model outlined here has been extended to cover the 
non-steady development of the ceiling layer and a room with a 
single fire but with an arbitrary number of opelC . .i.ngs with arbi-
trary pressure differences across each opening at the £loor 
level. The effects of heat conduction to the walls containing the 
ceiling layer also have been included in the ceiling layer energy 
balance, and a model of the radiant and convective heat transfer 
processes is being developed (ref. 4). 
The primary element :missing from this model is a tran-
sient description for the c01ubustion process. The Harvard _ 
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which rernain to be solved. One of the ITlore s erioLls concerns 
the ITlodel for flow through an opening. V{hen the ceiling layer 
interface lies below the middle of the opening, mixing occurs be-
tween the inflowing and out£lowing jets and becomes more im-
portant as the interface is lowered. As the interface decreases 
well below the bottom of the opening, the fluid filling the lower 
section of the room becomes contaminated with the ceiling layer 
gas and can no longer be treated as ambient fluid. Modeling for 
this rnixing process has not been developed but the process is 
being studied. 
Another problem is that of describing the fire plume ade-
quately when the heat addition due to combustion (i. e., the 
flames) extends up to or above the ceiling layer interface. 
Concluding Remarks 
A nurnber of models are being used and others are being 
developed to describe the motion of combustion products through 
a building. They differ widely in their aim, degree of complete-
ness and detail provided, and number of regions described. An 
adequate description of turbulent mixing processes involving 
stratified flows is one of the most serious defects in current 
models. Thes e models can prov'ide a us eful tool in the study of 
the spread of fire and sITlOke through buildings and "vill aid in 
designing structures which are safer for their occupants. 
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Figure 1. Sketches of the Development of a Room Fire. 
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FigLlrC 2, Propagation of the Initial Front in the Brine Solution lvfodel. 
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Figure 3. Decay of Density Difference with Thne at the Top of the Shaft. N 
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Figure 4. The Propagation of Density Currents in Corridors. N cr-
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Figure 5. Room Model. 
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Figure 6. Density Profile in Room-Door Configuration 
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